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Abstract

Purpose - This paper presents the feasibility study findings from a four-year project funded by the EU Commission (the SAIL project, Staying Active and Independent for Longer). The funding stream was Interreg 2Seas which offers opportunities for coastal areas on both sides of the English Channel to work together on complex practical issues. The project focused on enabling older people to stay active and independent for longer using social innovation (co-production) approaches.

Design - Ten pilot projects were developed and each of the pilots worked with an academic partner to undertake a feasibility study that included 10 pilots across the four countries involved, France, Belgium, Holland, and England.

Findings - This paper presents barriers and facilitators (using logic models) to the social innovation process with older people which has wider relevance in terms of social innovation and its application.

Conclusions – This project has enabled greater understanding of how social innovation can be applied and has highlighted contextual issues that can undermine or enable attempts to adopt the approach.
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Purpose

This project used social innovation (co-creation) with older people, local policy makers and businesses to identify new opportunities across sectors to develop sustainable business and service models that enhance our ability to stay active and independent for longer. Coastal regions in the countries included in the project (France, England, Holland, Belgium) are dealing with specific challenges in relation to this including local residents in both urban and rural areas, second homeowners and visitors throughout the year, all of whom are of an increasing average age. This is in line with the WHO framework for people-centered and integrated health services, which stresses that a person’s continued participation in the community is an important prerequisite for maintaining quality of life (World Health Organization, 2015). Older people themselves also stress that engaging in leisure, physical, cultural, and social activities are vital to maintaining quality of life. The WHO framework encourages close collaboration between health and other sectors (e.g., leisure sector) to improve health.

The SAIL project (Staying Active and Independent for Longer) enabled the development of ten pilot projects in the partner regions that focused on reducing social isolation, increasing movement, and improving dietary intake. All projects were created using social innovation with the active participation of older people and service providers (including local authorities, businesses, healthcare providers and third sector organisations). These were developed by considering the specific needs of older people in the local area and local assets and opportunities. The overall feasibility study presented here focused on qualitatively examining the process of social innovation, some of the ten projects piloted were more successful than others at using social innovation thereby allowing the feasibility study to explore what was not working well and what was.

Background

Social innovation is a concept that may generate valuable new ways of thinking about support options with older people. The concept has received increasing attention from academics over the last few decades due to its potential to enhance the impact of programmes and interventions internationally (Agostini et al. 2017). However, the literature highlights that although there has been increasing research interest in the concept, the ‘state of knowledge continues to be fragmented’ (van der Have and Rubalcaba, 2016, p.1923) regarding how social innovation can be effectively employed in practice.
The findings from a scoping review (Crossen-White et al., 2020) indicate that the concept of social innovation is not clearly defined. However, it has widespread appeal across a diverse range of disciplines as a potential means of generating innovative policy responses. For the purposes of this study social innovation was defined as novel solutions that meet a social need while leading to new or enhanced relationships which improve both capacity and utilisation of community resources and assets (Young Foundation 2012). The term co-production is frequently used in relation to social innovation but for the purposes of this study was defined as everybody, (including those who use a service) working together, with all opinions and voices equally valued to create a service or project which works for everyone and as such may be conceived as offering a way of working within a wider social innovation strategy (Social Care Institute for Excellence 2022). Philips et al. (2015) undertook a systematic literature review which focused on social innovation during the period 1st January 1987 to 30th December 2012. This review suggested the process of undertaking social innovation is a particularly neglected research area.

The literature review by Paunescu (2014) focused on a longer period from 1966 until April 2014 and sought to identify current trends in research into social innovation, social capital, and corporate social responsibility. A significant area of discussion within this literature on the process of social innovation concerned reshaping the narrative around ageing. The articles included in these reviews highlighted how the current age structure of the global population will present different challenges in the future. Social innovation is one approach that could be utilised to help redefine the ageing process and indeed several articles highlight the earlier work of an EU funded programme FUTURAGE (2009-2011) (Stypinska et al., 2019). This programme aimed to develop guidance on how research into ageing should develop over the next 10-15 years. As a result of this project a major theme was identified as a key priority for ageing research in the future (Walker 2011) and this was Healthy Ageing for More Life in Years. The project reported in this paper focuses on this theme, healthy aging, using social innovation. Rutschmann (2017) calls for organisations to move away from ‘doing things FOR older people to doing things WITH or BY older people’ (Rutschmann., 2017 p1). The findings of Focic (2017) indicate the potential benefits of such an approach as two-thirds of older people felt better for being involved in a social innovation project. As we age, we tend to become more sedentary and less active, and this has a measurable negative impact on our health and wellbeing, particularly in relation to our ability to live independently and the reduction or prevention of social isolation (Dogra & Stathokostas 2022).

This project aimed to increase physical and social activity using social innovation in order to learn how to engage with older people to build solutions to this growing societal need.
In summary although social innovation has the potential to act as a policy driver, to be effective, it is necessary to devise robust strategies to ensure full user-engagement and active involvement of communities. Therefore, it is the process of delivery that needs urgent attention in any future research into social innovation. The qualitative feasibility study findings presented here have focused on this process of delivering or enabling social innovation.

The Overall Project

Ten pilot projects were developed and each of the pilots worked with an academic partner to provide evidence which fed into a feasibility study. This overall study is presented in this paper using a four-stage temporal framework explore, design, and develop, try out and evaluate. This approach allowed older people, researchers, project delivery staff and stakeholders, to investigate potential routes to healthy aging in their locality. Table 1 below shows the period and the phases of the project along with the key activities that took place within each phase.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Phases</th>
<th>Time period</th>
<th>Key Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explore</td>
<td>Start: 01-01-2017</td>
<td>• Gather information on the issues that might exist within the designated project area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>End: 01-10-2017</td>
<td>• Engage with older people and local stakeholders and seek their views on perceived needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Look at the potential delivery options with key stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design &amp; develop</td>
<td>Start: 02-10-2017</td>
<td>• Through the results of local consultation identify an intervention or series of interventions that would be most beneficial to older people living within the project area or visiting as second homeowners or tourists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>End: 01-10-2018</td>
<td>• Work with identified partners (stakeholders) to establish a delivery model.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test/Try out</td>
<td>Start: 02-10-2018</td>
<td>• Deliver the initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>End: 01-10-2019</td>
<td>• Gather data from the older participants to gauge the impact of the new initiative upon the lives of the older people.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate</td>
<td>Start: 02-10-2019</td>
<td>• Analyse and report on each project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>End: 31-03-2020</td>
<td>• Use the ten project evaluations to prepare an overall feasibility study, presented in this paper.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(was extended to</td>
<td>• Seek any data that could further inform on the economic impact of developing social innovation projects and provide insight to the tourism sector.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the end of 2020</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>due to COVID)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Design

Feasibility Study - Areas of Focus

We addressed the eight areas which need to be considered by public health focused feasibility studies (Bowen et al., 2009):

● Acceptability. This looked at how the intended individual recipients—both targeted individuals and those involved in implementing programs—reacted to the intervention.

● Demand. Demand for the intervention was assessed by gathering data on estimated use or by documenting the use of selected intervention activities in a defined intervention, population or setting.

● Implementation. This concerned the extent, likelihood, and way an intervention can be fully implemented as planned and proposed.

● Practicality. This explored the extent to which an intervention was delivered when resources, time, commitment, or some combinations thereof are constrained in some way.

● Adaptation. This captured program content or procedural changes which may be appropriate in a new situation. It is important to describe the actual modifications that are made to accommodate the context and requirements of a different format, media, or population.

● Integration. This assessed the level of system change needed to integrate a new program or process into an existing infrastructure or program.

● Expansion. This examined the potential of an already-successful intervention with a different population or in a different setting.

● Limited-efficacy testing. We undertook qualitative data collection consisting of interviews and qualitative online questions to explore the barriers and enablers to social innovation.

These areas of feasibility were explored through the temporal practice-based framework for the overall development of the SAIL project (explore, design, and develop, try out and evaluate) which helped to give structure to the participants and project leads. The above areas of the feasibility study were all considered throughout the phases of the project apart from the try out phase which focused more on the experiences of the participants and project leaders (see Appendix 1). The data sets which inform our findings included qualitative interviews with the project participants (older people aged 65+) at both the start and the completion of the overall project and a wiki (online data entry form) which asked primarily qualitative questions from project delivery teams as appropriate for each phase of the overall project.
The wiki questions essentially asked a set of questions to reflect the feasibility study areas outlined above in each of the four phases 1. explore, 2. design and develop, 3. try out and 4. evaluate to capture change/progression overtime (see appendix 1).

The four temporal phases of the project were used by all the project teams to help enable the complex process of attempting to support active involvement of older people; while trying to ensure that their ideas led the project idea development and implementation. Pragmatically the SAIL project phases needed to be timed in order to enable the delivery of all phases within the three and a half years of this funded four country project. Therefore, having clearly defined phases helped greatly with this process across the countries and multi-stakeholder projects involved. All the teams knew when each phase should start, and finish and it was much easier to plan the support and data collection for the overall SAIL project with a clear plan which all partners including the older people could easily engage with. This temporal framework allowed the pilot teams and wider consortia to understand issues within each step of the project implementation more readily enabling the overall evaluation to identify where the blocks in the application of the social innovation process with older people were occurring within the project cycle.

The pilots for the overall project can be divided into specific types of initiatives. The first type, community-based pilots, was the largest (n=6). The second type, residential care-based, were both based in France and focused upon people living with dementia (n=2). The third type of hybrid pilots were both based in the UK. These pilots developed activities in both residential settings and within the wider community (n=2). Also, of note in relation to the UK pilots was that the Local Authority operating the pilots was looking at wider organisational changes that would both promote the importance of physical exercise within residential care settings but also encourage the delivery of physical activity in new ways utilising ‘non-traditional’ venues as hubs such as local libraries. Table 2 below gives information on the pilot’s name, location, type and participants.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pilot Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>SAIL project focused on those aged 65+ numbers of participants in feasibility study</th>
<th>Sample of project delivery staff completing wiki and doing interviews</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Me *</td>
<td>East Coast of England</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>Local residents and care home residents x 35</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dementia Friendly Walking *</td>
<td>East Coast of England</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>Local residents living with early dementia x 9 Local residents undertaking training to facilitate the walks x 36</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Village in Motion *</td>
<td>Coast Netherlands</td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Local residents x 83</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitality Boulevard *</td>
<td>Coast Netherlands</td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Local residents x 83</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seaside Resort *</td>
<td>Coast Netherlands</td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Local residents x 83</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy Food Chain *</td>
<td>Coast Netherlands</td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Local residents x 27</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Move and Se(a)</td>
<td>Coast Belgium</td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Local residents x 27</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combatting Loneliness</td>
<td>Coast Belgium</td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Local residents x 15</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft Gym *</td>
<td>Northeast France</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>Care home residents x 30</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animal Assisted *</td>
<td>Northeast France</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>Care home residents x 30</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Data Analysis

The data collected via the interviews and the wiki questions was analysed using framework analysis, a form of content analysis methodology (Ritchie & Lewis 2003). Framework analysis offers a series of steps for qualitative researchers to use to analyse complex data sets to describe what occurred in a specific evaluation including consideration of the setting, context and processes thereby allowing researchers to draw logical conclusions based on the data (Gale et al., 2013). This approach is now widely used in a variety of qualitative research studies having been designed specifically for use in large scale policy research (Ritchie & Lewis 2003); the study presented here is a large-scale study including 10 projects across four countries and multiple data sets. This approach was therefore thought appropriate to inform the data analysis process. This approach identifies commonalities and differences in qualitative data, before focusing on relationships between different parts of the data, thereby seeking to draw descriptive and/or explanatory conclusions clustered around themes. Summaries were then generated from the framework analysis to inform logic models to share the findings relating to the processes which support or block the development of successful social innovations which are presented in this paper.

Included below in Table 3 is an example of the data analysis process using a framework analysis matrix to aid data analysis.

Table 3. Capacity to respond to change in response to older peoples expressed needs and ideas as the project develops
The development of logic models is a useful approach when the topic under study is complex and likely to produce a diverse set of process outcomes (Howarth et al. 2020). The logic model focuses upon the relationships between the resources that are used to create the intervention and what is produced in terms of outcomes. Outputs are those results which are achieved immediately after implementing an activity. For example, if we were able to organize and run a workshop on how to cook healthy cheap meals with older people those who attended should have developed a clearer understanding of these issues. So, this is an output, and it is achieved right after the conclusion of the workshop. Outcomes, however, can be considered as mid-term results. They are not seen immediately after the end of the project activity. But after some time, when we see some change at the ground level because of the project activity, then it can be termed as an outcome. Taking the above example of a cooking workshop, if the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Example</th>
<th>Successful adaptation</th>
<th>Flexibility</th>
<th>Project Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exercise classes in local libraries moved to more appropriate accommodation on</td>
<td>Yes, project managers willing to engage in</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>High degree of success (reflected in high uptake by</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the recommendation of the older people attending regarding overcrowding (Mobile</td>
<td>accessing alternative community accommodation asset available through partnership working</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Me)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>older people)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In depth consultation with care home residents on what activities they would</td>
<td>No, lack of willingness of the senior staff in the organisation to adapt provision to older peoples expressed needs and ideas</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Low degree of success (reflected in low uptake by older people)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prefer (Soft Gym)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Originality**

The development of logic models is a useful approach when the topic under study is complex and likely to produce a diverse set of process outcomes (Howarth et al. 2020). The logic model focuses upon the relationships between the resources that are used to create the intervention and what is produced in terms of outcomes. Outputs are those results which are achieved immediately after implementing an activity. For example, if we were able to organize and run a workshop on how to cook healthy cheap meals with older people those who attended should have developed a clearer understanding of these issues. So, this is an output, and it is achieved right after the conclusion of the workshop. Outcomes, however, can be considered as mid-term results. They are not seen immediately after the end of the project activity. But after some time, when we see some change at the ground level because of the project activity, then it can be termed as an outcome. Taking the above example of a cooking workshop, if the
participants have started to incorporate these ideas into their daily lives this is an outcome (Funds for NGO’s 2022). This research study focused on process outcomes or those processes which help to achieve successful outcomes over the ten interventions developed through the overall SAIL project.

Ultimately, this process enables the identification of the factors that contribute to a successful intervention. Thus, in relation to this study logic models have helped to provide an evidence-based framework that can support decision-making regarding the most effective use of limited resources to support successful social innovation processes in the future. The logic model for each area of the findings presented here can in the future be used to help implement social innovation; also, to consider how it can be improved in future research.

Findings

The logic models that were developed for each of the dimensions – include intention, activity, output, and outcome. The outcome boxes indicate where processes produced an outcome (process outcomes) which were either supportive or not supportive for the development of social innovation.

This paper will now present logic models focused on each area covered in the feasibility study model used (acceptability, demand, implementation, practical delivery, adaptation, integration, expansion and limited efficacy testing). Please read from left to right the figures show routes to a policy practice shift which enables social innovation in green or does not in red. Figure 1. shows the logic model for the acceptability process outcomes for successful social innovation.

In relation to ‘acceptability’ the SAIL project was specifically designed to study when social innovation did and did not work and what the reasons behind that may be. The feasibility study found that some of the projects did not use social innovation processes effectively throughout the four phases of SAIL (explore, design, try out and evaluate) and those projects which didn’t were found to not be as successful in offering activities that older people were happy to accept. Figure 1. Presents the logic model showing the process outcomes underpinning this finding.
Figure 1 Acceptability

Encourage older people to engage with active aging opportunities within their community.

- Draw on established community networks.
- Build strong relationships with older people and demonstrate that contributions from older people are valued.
- Organisations present new service plans & ask for feedback.
- Organisation delivers services to older people with no input from them.

Piggybacks on existing positive relationships and reduces embedding time.

- Encourages participation & increases willingness to contribute ideas.
- Develops trust and creates a sense of ownership in the project.
- Feedback is not acted on/ not presentative of older people from the community.
- Unable to develop & improve services from the perspective of & to the benefit of older people.

Able to develop at an earlier stage a more comprehensive profile of the needs of older people & identify partnership networks.

- Project is more effective in responding to the needs of older people & is likely to have addressed secondary issues that might have inhibited user take-up e.g., access issues.
- Leads to a more sustainable project which is responsive to changing needs.
- Limited understanding of needs & older people left having no sense of ownership of the project.
- Older people more likely to feel their needs are unmet & experience sense of isolation. Extent of required service change is unknown to the organisation.

Effective use of community assets & responsive service delivery valuing and involving older people.

ACCEPTABLE

Community assets not being used effectively & older people feel less valued & more vulnerable.

UNACCEPTABLE
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The feasibility study found that demand could be unpredictable within an ageing population and there was a need to continually seek new membership to ensure the viability of the initiative. This in turn, led to the need to regularly review whether the initiative continued to fully address the needs of members or whether it needed to evolve to respond to a different combination of needs. This continual cycle of service review to ensure the needs of end-users are met is a hallmark of the social innovation process and a key finding of our research, in the context of service provision for older people it would appear to be a key model of delivery to ensure sustainability over the longer term (Manlin & Ryan 2021). Figure 2, therefore, shows how dealing with demand issues within a social innovation with older people requires particular attention to be paid to changes in demand over time and the drivers behind those.

**Figure 2. Demand**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Establish what are the issues that have the greatest demand for change or intervention.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explore the local area and observe how older people function within that community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Able to engage older people and develop an awareness of their needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A comprehensive understanding of the issues facing older people &amp; how these could be addressed within the context of that community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build strong relationships with older people who could contribute their ideas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Older people are more open to sharing their thoughts and concerns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May discover previously unknown barriers to service take-up and /or identify new community assets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consider whether there are groups of older people who have not contributed and if there are any barriers to participation that could be removed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A better understanding of local needs and operational context is generated through inclusive practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any new service is more inclusive and has the potential to support the greatest number of older people making best use of local community assets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access and review any relevant demographic data that could inform service development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formulate a plan for future service development given predicted trends.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop a service that addresses the potential scale of need in the future (capacity) but is unable to engage with improving quality of life from the older people’s perspective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map existing services and evaluate take-up for these activities from a provider perspective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides understanding of current services provision and usage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides a service but with a lack of end-user feedback there is no understanding of whether it enhances quality of life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of a service through a bottom-up approach that enables older people to describe their daily experiences of living within the community &amp; how this could be improved to offer a better quality of life. HIGH DEMAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of a service through top-down approach that may be ineffective for older people &amp; make them feel more vulnerable and isolated. LOW DEMAND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A key element of implementation within a social innovation project is to build the capacity to be responsive to unpredictable demand as recognised within the previous section and the potential for variable demand which our findings suggest is particularly linked to the specific take-up of opportunities by older people. Amongst the project implementation teams there were several skilled professionals who had developed new initiatives before. The development of the pilots indicate they would not have been as successful had they not had a professional network to call upon when they required specific knowledge or expertise.

**Figure 3. Implementation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aim</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planning for the delivery of a social innovation project to benefit older people.</td>
<td>Engage with older people and seek their thoughts and ideas.</td>
<td>A comprehensive understanding of what older people require from the social innovation.</td>
<td>A project that delivers what older people believe they need to improve their quality of life. As co-creators the older people are invested in developing the project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audit the available community assets and identify which could support a social innovation project.</td>
<td>Audit the available community assets and identify which could support a social innovation project – this could include skills, venues, social networks, or funding.</td>
<td>A clear understanding of what resources are available to deliver the social innovation.</td>
<td>Use of local community assets embeds the project within the community and creates ownership which is likely to lead to the long-term sustainability of the project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identity other organisations that could wish to collaborate in the development of the social innovation project.</td>
<td>Greater collective expertise and knowledge about project planning with the potential to expand into a wider network of expertise &amp; skills.</td>
<td>The pooling of expertise, knowledge and developing access to the widest possible support network leads to a project more likely to succeed and thrive than a project dependent on limited resources.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure decision-making is undertaken through a collaborative process where participant’s views have equal value.</td>
<td>Decision-making needs to be driven by the needs of the older people and how available community assets and project resources can be matched rather than by key individuals or organisations making decisions.</td>
<td>The decision-making follows a logical process that is driven by what older people need and how they believe these needs can be best addressed to improve their quality of life. Such a decision-making approach necessitates a continuous feedback mechanism to keep project successfully evolving.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A recurring method to overcome resource shortage in delivery was for pilots to use their networks of interest to piggy-back tasks. This appeared to work where one pilot needed to undertake similar activities/research and thus combined their efforts. Or where pilots collaborated to deliver an event or activity that met their common goals and was accessible to their target groups. The collaborative approach that underpins social innovation appears to offer great scope for addressing issues related to the practical challenges of pilot delivery.

Figure 4. Practicality of delivery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aim</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximising influential factors in the successful delivery of social innovations.</td>
<td>Audit the available community assets and identify which could support social innovation.</td>
<td>Understand what resources are available to deliver &amp; map against required resources to identify any short fall that places full delivery at risk.</td>
<td>Will be able to develop the project with a realistic outlook on what can be delivered within the resources and timescale.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Draw on established community networks that can introduce the project.</td>
<td>Piggybacks on existing positive relationships and reduces the time required to embed the project within the community.</td>
<td>Building on positive relationships enables the project to realise its goals earlier &amp; thus benefit older people sooner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identity other organisations that could wish to collaborate in the project.</td>
<td>Greater collective expertise &amp; knowledge about project planning with the potential to expand into a wider network of expertise &amp; skills and access further assets to reduce resourcing risks.</td>
<td>Resourcing difficulties for the project are more likely to be minimised when a network is extensive as there is greater likelihood a solution can be found quickly and not delay project activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research other social innovation projects.</td>
<td>Gain insight as to key issues related to delivery.</td>
<td>Foresee potential issues and plan to avoid potential risks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The social innovation:
- Is realistic about what it can deliver and therefore does not disappoint potential users.
- Is at less risk of failure through lack of skills, expertise, or funding.
- Is operational sooner and having a positive impact as early as possible upon the lives.
We found that adaptation or agility is key in the success of social innovation. Delays in delivery or providing an activity that is considered not entirely appropriate by the end-user has the potential to frustrate them and reduce their optimism and engagement regarding the responsiveness of the pilot to their needs. Therefore, identifying and ensuring rapid access to a range of resources (even beyond what might be anticipated as necessary) at an early point in the planning for a social innovation is essential to ensure a responsive, adaptable initiative.

Figure 5. Adaptation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aim</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audit the available community assets and identify which could support a social innovation project.</td>
<td>An understanding of what additional skills or expertise might be needed to deliver the intended initiative in the form required by the end-user.</td>
<td>Take appropriate responses to issues that threaten to undermine the integrity of the project. The end-users have belief that the project is responsive to their needs.</td>
<td>Significant ability to adapt and change to deliver the initiative as described by the end-user.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identity other organisations that wish to collaborate in the project.</td>
<td>Greater collective expertise &amp; knowledge about project planning with the potential to expand into a wider network of expertise &amp; skills and access further assets to reduce resourcing risks.</td>
<td>Resourcing difficulties for the project are more likely to be minimised when a network is extensive as there is greater likelihood a solution can be found quickly and not delay project activity.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redirect current resources into the new initiative without engaging partners or older people.</td>
<td>Limited scope to deliver a different end-user experience and greater risk of having insufficient or inappropriate resources to complete delivery of new service.</td>
<td>Higher risk of project failure as do not have the scope to appropriately respond to emerging issues that threaten service delivery.</td>
<td>Very limited ability to adapt and change and likely not to meet end-user needs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Those participating in a social innovation project need to fully understand the concept before they embark on it and put aside any previous professional practice that is not compatible with the social innovation process. For example, the perception that delivery of the initiative is solely their responsibility, and that ownership of the pilot largely rests with them as the professional. Even with the adoption of new working practices by those delivering the social innovation pilot, it still exists within a wider operational structure and its development may be hampered by other stakeholders or existing services and recognition of its `difference` is key across its local context.

Figure 6. Integration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aim</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ensure that the project embeds into its operational context.</td>
<td>Communicating to other organisations how the new project differs from current provision &amp; working practices.</td>
<td>Raising awareness that the project will require an alternative response from existing organisations which will impact upon their working practices.</td>
<td>The new practices of the project do not conflict with existing provision and thus eliminate barriers to the success of the new initiative.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Appraise how the new project will interact with existing services and assess how other services may need to adjust to maximise benefit from the project or gain added value.</td>
<td>Adjust existing services in line with the perceived altered patterns of working that will come because of the new project.</td>
<td>New procedures and guideline are in place prior to the start of the project to ensure the new initiative can be fully operational as planned from the outset thus providing immediate value to the end-user.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assess where additional staff training may be needed to ensure other organisations can make necessary operational adjustments.</td>
<td>Devise training options that make staff:  - Aware of the changes.  - Understand the associated benefits, and  - feel confident, supported and suitably skilled.</td>
<td>The staff have ownership of the changes and value the new approach and identify it with positive change.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Effective integration is achieved by:
- Fully assessing the impact of the new service for both end-users & other organisations or services operating within the same locality or working with the same clients.
- Effectively communicating these changes to all affected.
- Understanding the needs of those impacted by change and effectively preparing them.
The success of a project in one area does not ensure that it can be transferred to another location. Central to this process is the end-user populations. Although two end-user populations may appear largely similar in statistical terms such as age or income it does not indicate that they are the same. This is where social innovation can be a useful approach to understanding these unique and sometimes subtle differences.

**Figure 7. Expansion**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aim</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Successfully replicate the intervention in another location or with a different population.</td>
<td>Undertake audit of community assets and quantify the differences and similarities with established intervention.</td>
<td>Understand what factors might facilitate or hinder the recreation of the intervention &amp; enable the development of strategies that are responsive to these different variables.</td>
<td>Ensures the new intervention is similarly resourced &amp; can offer equal potential for success as the original scheme.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Explore if the new population define the issue in the same way as the original group of recipients.</td>
<td>Recognition of how closely the perceptions of two populations align enables an assessment of the potential for end-user satisfaction and project success.</td>
<td>Avoidance of using valuable community assets for a project that is not responding to the issue as defined by local end-users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assess whether there are any unique operational features to the original intervention that need not be replicated.</td>
<td>Recognition of unique features enables the consideration of the potential for success if these elements were missing in a new venture (How essential are they?)</td>
<td>Avoidance of using valuable community assets for a project that cannot be successful due to operational factors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assess if there are different features in the new location or within the population that could present barriers or limitations to success.</td>
<td>Provides the opportunity to consider these new features and whether they could impact on the success of the project (What risk to success do they represent?)</td>
<td>Avoidance of using valuable community assets &amp; disappointing end-users where local feature/s represent a high failure risk.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Greater potential to expand successfully to other location or population.
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We found that if the value of the intervention cannot be defined at the outset it makes identifying what data to capture and how to effectively measure outcomes problematic. In essence, the research design needs to be responsive to the views of end-users and these need to be fully documented to indicate at a later stage the decision-making processes that lead to the eventual outcome. Because of the exploratory nature of the research at the starting point and the uncertainty about what will become important as the initiative evolves it is essential to capture as much contextual information as possible about the environment in which the initiative evolves as well as having a responsive research design which is able to measure outcomes which are meaningful to older people as they become clear.

Figure 8. Limited-efficacy testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aim</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To better understand the impact of the intervention and test its</td>
<td>Engage end-users and build a stable relationship that develops over time.</td>
<td>Stable group of participants enables the measurement of change over time.</td>
<td>Provides accessible evidence that can indicate the impact of the intervention on the end-users and provide an understanding of what contextual factors may influence the success or failure of the intervention. Ensures that decisions about introducing a new intervention are based on a sound understanding of impact &amp; protects community assets from inappropriate use and being potentially lost to other possible more effective interventions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>value to end-users.</td>
<td>Development of data collection tools that are appropriate to capture all aspects of change arising from the intervention.</td>
<td>The collation of relevant data that can indicate what impact the intervention has on the lifestyles of end-users.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of data collection tools that are appropriate to capture all aspects of change arising from the intervention.</td>
<td>Collation of contextual data about the location of the intervention (audit of community assets) and compile a population profile for the area.</td>
<td>Develop an appreciation of the context in which the intervention operates and identify any specific factors that might influence the success or failure of the intervention.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

The discussion section will take each element of the feasibility study and consider them separately in the order in which the results were presented.

Acceptability

As shown in the SAIL project evaluation to achieve acceptability within a social innovation project the focus, from the start, must be upon the views of the end-users or target group. Central to success is understanding what the end-users perceive as problematic to them or an issue they believe could be better addressed in a different way through co-production of a potential solution (Social Care Institute for Excellence 2022). This inevitably means that those who might under other circumstances make decisions about how services are delivered need to undertake activities that will allow them the opportunity to find out how the current organisation of services is received by the present recipients. While also identifying what parts of the community currently do not engage with the service and understand what currently prohibits their involvement or ability to receive benefits from what already exists. These elements are crucial to the reduction of inequalities in health outcomes for different groups; offering as they do the deliberate examination of the paths to unequal outcomes in specific local areas therefore providing opportunities for change (Kaks et al., 2022). More traditional top-down organisational structures must find the form that ‘acceptability’ takes for their local population and might initially resist buying in to the new view of acceptability because it is no longer shaped or controlled by their value sets or those of their organisation/professional group.

The SAIL project was specifically designed to study when social innovation did not work and what the reasons behind that may be. As we have mentioned here some of the projects did not use co-production effectively throughout the four phases of SAIL (explore, design, try out and evaluate) and these projects as shown in our feasibility study were not as successful in offering activities that older people were happy to accept.

Demand

Most of the pilots had some statistical data or research evidence which indicated what the potential needs might be for the older people within the locality of the pilot. However, as outlined within the previous section on acceptability not all the pilots chose to engage older people directly to establish what they believed were important issues or seek views on how to assist the older people. As it was also noted the take up for some activities was lower than might have been anticipated based on available demographic information. This lack of early engagement
with involving older people is a potential reflection of how moving towards using social innovation means giving up long held value systems for those involved in running projects; indeed, not engaging from the beginning with older people may result in resistance to the older people’s ideas from the project team.

There was evidence that where pilots responded to an expressed need of the older people the demand for the pilot was present at the outset of the Test Phase. A steady growth in membership was potentially indicative of an initiative that was responding to a perceived need. However, this project demonstrated that measuring demand was not simply about the numbers that attended weekly and nor could the success of a pilot be gauged by rising membership. It emerged from the data that understanding demand for pilots was a complex issue. Many of the pilots were aimed at older people living in the community unassisted but the ageing process may inevitably see their physical abilities or those of a partner reduce. Therefore, the older the age group involved with a pilot the more challenging it was to maintain a stable or increasing number of participants. As the membership aged there were potentially more reasons why attendance might fluctuate such as poor weather hindering travel or needing to stay at home to care for a partner. As demand could be less predictable there was a need to continually seek new membership to ensure the viability of the initiative. This in turn, led to the need to regularly review whether the initiative continued to fully address the needs of members or whether it needed to evolve to respond to a different combination of needs. This continual cycle of service review to ensure the needs of end-users are met is a hallmark of the social innovation process and in the context of service provision for older people would appear to be a key model of delivery to ensure sustainability over the longer term (Manlin & Ryan 2021).

Implementation

A key element of implementation within a social innovation project is to build the capacity to be responsive to an unpredictable demand as recognised within the previous section of acceptability and the potential for variable demand outlined above which is particularly linked to the specific take-up of opportunities by older people. Amongst the project implementation teams there were several skilled professionals who had developed new initiatives before. The development of the pilots indicate they would not have been as successful had they not had a professional network to call upon when they required specific knowledge or expertise. There are various examples of how pilots 'piggy-backed' their implementation strategies. This is where one pilot used an activity or service already being utilised by an individual or organisation, they knew to further their own delivery goals. This had many benefits such as reduced delivery costs and more effective use of their time. The limitation of this approach was that the implementation process became more directed by the professional’s viewpoints
and had the potential to lead to project drift. Project drift (or mission drift as highlighted by Spinelli et al. (2019) has the potential to undermine the purpose of social innovation. The literature discusses the issue more in terms of project development and describes how initiatives can drift more into line with the principles of supporting organisations than the target group. However, within this project there were also other indicators of project drift. For example, the focus of many pilots had been pre-determined prior to the Explore Phase of the overall project which meant there was a limitation upon what ideas generated by end-users could be pursued. The pilots due to limited resources (some had no activities budget) were then guided by what knowledge and expertise the professionals had personal access to or existed within their professional network. At each of these points of limitation the social innovation process is diluted, and project drift occurs. This data underlined the need to have a more open-ended remit for projects at the outset to ensure it is the contributions of the end-users that drive the project. As a result, there is a need to either have access to a wide range of knowledge and expertise that can support the delivery of the initiative or have in place the necessary resources to enable access to the elements needed be it skills, venues, or additional delivery time to ensure that project drift does not occur, and the end-users receive what they believe they needed in a form acceptable to them.

**Practicality of delivery**

This evaluation indicated that there were issues related to funding that could impede a pilot but also that with the creative use of other non-monetary resources such as, use of professional networks, there was the potential to still deliver an intervention. Several of the pilots reported insufficient staff time but the main area where there was greatest difficult was in relation to budget for project delivery. Little or no funding allocation had been made to enable the delivery of activities. Although pilots did secure additional funding this proved to be a time-consuming activity that impacted upon the time staff had to deliver the project. However, although lacking sufficient financial resources in the earlier stages of delivery the pilots did utilise other project assets which were a combination of community assets (key local people, community networks and venues) and professional assets, accumulated for previous joint working and partnership activities. These professional assets built upon the relationships between individual professionals and a shared belief in the ability of that relationship to produce positive outcomes of mutual benefit. This places a strong reliance on informal arrangements between likeminded professionals who share common goals or a network of common interest. Drawing on networks of interest can bring other benefits because within these networks there is more willingness to be flexible with decision-making compared to formal or bureaucratic processes. However, the informal nature also means that networks of interest have a key weakness. To be continually effective these
relationships must remain stable and not become disrupted by movement of professionals in or out of the network. During the projects, such changes did occur and set back the pilots as in some cases the change in the network reduced or removed a promised resource meaning an alternative source had to be found.

A recurring method to overcome resource shortage was for pilots to use their networks of interest to piggy-back particular tasks. This worked where one pilot needed to undertake similar research and thus combined their efforts to reduce the cost in resources and time for both pilots. Another example would be where pilots collaborated to deliver an event or activity that met their common goals and was accessible to the target groups of their respective pilots. The collaborative approach that underpins social innovation offers greater scope for addressing issues related to the practical challenges of pilot delivery.

**Adaptation**

Due to the nature of social innovation, it is inevitable that at every stage from conception to delivery there will be a requirement to adapt. This may be due to the influence on opportunities and opinions from those that commission or fund services for the end-users. Altering viewpoints lead to issues and responses being re-defined and this is likely to require a different use of resources or additional resources. It is not likely at the outset that what is required will be fully appreciated which can be difficult for local businesses for instance who need to plan around options and certainties in a shorter time frame. Therefore, it is important to audit all community resources so that those engaged in project development are fully appraised of what resources might be available currently or potentially.

This may include developing pragmatic wider networks (Latulippe., et al 2020) that offer access to a greater range of expertise and knowledge. It is unlikely that the issues defined, and solutions suggested by end-users will require the exact same resources as any previously established service. Therefore, the belief that re-directing, or re-purposing existing resources alone will be sufficient is not a workable strategy. Within this overall project there were examples of how community assets were identified and re-purposed to aid pilot delivery, however, not all of these were fully acceptable to the end-users when utilised and so an alternative option was required. In some cases, pilots were able to easily offer a substitute option but there were instances where this took longer because there was no pre-identified alternative. Delays in delivery or providing an activity that is considered not entirely appropriate by the end-user has the potential to frustrate them and reduce their optimism and engagement regarding the responsiveness of the pilot to their needs. Therefore, identifying and ensuring rapid access to a range of resources (even beyond what might be anticipated as necessary) at an early point in the planning for a social innovation is essential to ensure a responsive, adaptable initiative.
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**Integration**

To ensure integration of a social innovation project it is important that the concept of social innovation is understood by all those participating in the initiative. This not only includes those who will directly contribute to the conception and delivery of the new initiative but also those who will be indirectly affected such as the staff of other organisations at both management and service level (Anheier, et al 2019).

This project highlighted how social innovation was a difficult concept to comprehend particularly at the outset. Training sessions were organised for the pilots but even after this the concept was not fully integrated with how the pilots were initially operated. In part, this could have been related to personal challenges in adapting to working in a different way and integrating this into established working practices which were quite different to the social innovation process. The environment in which the pilots operated may too have impeded the realisation of fully functioning social innovation pilots at the outset.

The data analysis found the following key themes on integration in relation to social innovation:

- Those participating in a social innovation project need to fully understand the concept before they embark on it and put aside any previous professional practice that is not compatible with the social innovation process. For example, the perception that delivery of the initiative is solely their responsibility, and that ownership of the pilot largely rests with them as the professional.

- Even with the adoption of new working practices by those delivering the pilot, it still exists within a wider operational structure. While the social innovation is dependent upon gaining resources from this framework the pilot will be hampered and impeded in the process of evolving into a fully functional social innovation pilot. This occurs because to access resources from this wider framework the pilot has to be presented and understood as if it were a top-down controlled pilot otherwise it cannot be evaluated against the traditional, recognised benchmarks of success and viability for funding or resources set by other organisations (stakeholders).

**Expansion**

The success of a project in one area does not ensure that it can be transferred to another location. Central to this process is the end-user populations. Although two end-user populations may appear largely similar in statistical terms such as age or income it does not indicate that they are the same. This is where social innovation can be a useful approach to understanding these unique and sometimes subtle differences. In terms of this overall
project two pilots appeared to have a target group who were older and feeling isolated. However, the most appropriate (acceptable) solution for each group was different. One group chose to organise social events in a local restaurant and the other to have a community lunch at a local community venue. Likewise, cooking workshops introduced to both groups were more successful with one group than the other. Some of this decision-making could have been influenced by income and not being able to afford the same options. But there could be other contributing factors such as cultural differences as some in a more rural setting might be less comfortable in a restaurant environment. They might see it as a more formal way of socialising and a community venue may feel a more intimate and comforting place to meet people. Those in an urban environment might feel a community venue is less attractive or may have less experience of accessing or using such venues because the urban environment gives them access to a wider range of venue options.

Similarly, walking football was offered by another pilot to elderly inhabitants as well as tourists, two apparently similar groups but while the activity thrived in one area in the other it did not take off. The reasons for this were not clear from the data. This finding underlines the need to gather research information about the community assets of an area and demographical information but also to take a bottom-up approach that provides an opportunity to see how the specific population define their key issues and what they might feel are the best solutions to addressing these issues, in terms of method of delivery and use of community assets. Expanding a successful project to another area without taking these key steps is likely to result in a less effective form of the project in another area. The new project may also fail which has implications in terms of wasting community assets including the enthusiasm of local residents. It also means these community assets are lost to another potentially more suitable project. In addition, where a population has been hopeful a solution to their needs has been found a failure of a project may be liable to make them more disheartened about their situation and finding an effective solution in the future.

Limited-efficacy testing
Designing a research strategy that enables the testing of a social innovation initiative requires careful consideration of the unique nature of the process that will be examined. A social innovation initiative needs to focus upon the ‘voice’ of the end-user and as a result what emerges as important and relevant to the creation of the initiative cannot be pre-judged. If the value of the intervention cannot be defined at the outset it makes identifying what data to capture and how to effectively measure outcomes problematic. In essence, the research design needs to be responsive to the views of end-users and these need to be fully documented to indicate at a later stage the decision-making processes that lead to the
eventual outcome. Because of the exploratory nature of the research at the starting point and the uncertainty about what will become important as the initiative evolves it is essential to capture as much contextual information as possible about the environment in which the initiative evolves. Such as, levels of infrastructure, history of the community and population profile. It will only be in retrospect that the key information from this initial qualitative data collection process will be identified and become valuable. Once established social innovation will lend itself to more quantitative research evaluation (Hansen-Turton & Torres., 2014).

The data collected to inform the overall feasibility study and findings presented here was qualitative in nature, however the themes discovered were consistent across all the projects and countries involved in the project. For the 10 pilot projects generated there were obviously important cultural and geographical differences in terms of engagement and practical implementation of social innovation. Some of which as mentioned in this paper are very important for the successful implementation of social innovation in a particular setting and indeed may be a strength or a barrier in terms of engaging with local people and agencies. The findings which inform this paper are extensive and this is a longitudinal qualitative study with much of the data collection being done using an online wiki (complemented by interviews and documentary analysis) which is a relatively new method for data collection. However, the consistency of the findings when analysed by three researchers was clear and pragmatically this complex method was required to examine complexity in the process of implementing social innovation in practice.

Conclusion

This project has enabled greater understanding of how social innovation can be applied and has highlighted contextual issues that can undermine attempts to adopt the approach. Findings also highlighted how beneficial the approach can be for developing appropriate services that make efficient use of available resources. Several of the pilots identified how they had been searching for much more complex solutions to improving the health and wellbeing of older people compared to those identified by end-users. Social innovation is not a cheap or free option to deliver services however, indeed, at the outset it may require more funding to engage people and organisations with the concept and to facilitate the development of ideas and recognise the need to work differently.
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Appendix 1

Feasibility study questions for wiki completed by each project team

EXPLORE PHASE

- Pilot Title
- Pilot Lead Name (contact for feasibility study) pilot manager
- What is the problem/issue you are trying to address?
- Pilot aim What is it and how did you arrive at it?
- Stakeholders on your pilot, people and organisations represented, number of stakeholder meetings and total number of people at each stakeholder meeting.
- Pilot Beneficiaries, who will benefit from this pilot? What is the goal that you are trying to achieve with this pilot?
- Adaptation, have you made any changes to your original plans in the application, why did you make the change and what information did you base your new plans on?
- Ideas generated, what ideas were generated from your stakeholder meetings?
- Values for selection, based on the information collected at the stakeholders meetings and other interviews or conversations held in the location, what are important underlying values for your project? Such as valuing the opinions of your users or needing your project to be cost neutral at this stage for some of your partners?
- Acceptability How did the project team, other organisations and your participants react to the project idea? What is the level of involvement/commitment from each group at this stage? Evidence could include: participant observation at initial project meetings and the reflections of the project group.
- Demand: What is the demand for your project? How do you know this, what information did you use to help you?
- Implementation/Practicality/Organisational/Financial Feasibility How feasible does your project look to your team at this stage in terms of practicality, and financial feasibility?
- Do you need any additional assets or resources including expertise to help you deliver your project?
- Adaptation Have you made any changes to your original plans, why did you make the change and what information did you base your new plans on? For instance any changes you made to the context, format, timing, setting or population at this stage?
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- Integration Do you think this project will work within the current local setting/structures? What changes need to be made to integrate your new project into existing infrastructure or programs?
- Which ideas/themes or approaches have you selected for the next phase of SAIL, based on the areas stated above, which ideas from your meetings have been selected for the phase of design and develop on SAIL?

DESIGN AND DEVELOP PHASE

- Description of the project and the local area (including needs assessment or/and, other data sources available for your target population and area). Is there a history in your area of social innovation or collaborative action with communities? Can you give an example?
- What assets or resources including expertise has your team got that helped you get started with this project?
- Geographical setting Please describe where your project is based, is your project based in a rural or urban area, area of catchment for participants, is it on single or multiple sites?
- Current situation `what currently happens` in relation to your project problem or issue, is your project new or are you building on an existing project?
- Demand what would you anticipate the demand might be for your proposed project at this stage and what are you basing that forecast on?
- Expansion Are you planning to expand an already-successful project with a different population or in a different setting? Please describe your reasons for this and what information you used to inform your decision?
- Information capture for your project. Please make a plan and decide what strategies you are going to use and when. As a minimum everyone needs to keep their meeting minutes/notes and attendance details. Other ideas are photos/videos/diaries/attendance numbers/participant feedback/log book. In relation to the SAIL feasibility study you will need to be able to say who attended your project and when also including the participants age and gender if possible.
- Acceptability How was the project proposal received by a) your team members/organisational partners b) your target community/potential participants? Evidence would include: participant observation at initial project meetings, qualitative interviews with participants and project staff or correspondence related to the proposal ie emails exchanges.
• Adaptation – have you made any changes to your original plans, why did you make the change and what information did you base your new plans on?

• Are there key individuals, (including participants) organisations or relationships who are central to your project, and in what way do they benefit your project?

TEST/TRY OUT

• Participants self-identification of change. Do the participants feel that any changes have occurred for them through participation in the project and if so what? This information is ideally collected through qualitative methods, such as open questions on an evaluation form or interviews.

EVALUATE PHASE

• Acceptability How did the project team, other organisations and your participants react to the project? What was the level of involvement/commitment for each group? Evidence could include: participant observation at initial project meetings and qualitative interview’s with participants and project staff in this evaluation phase.

• Did you offer taster sessions or introductory sessions on your project? Do you think this influenced uptake on your project?

• Demand: What was the demand for your project? Evidence would include: numbers of attendees, indication of any particular activities that were either more or less popular with participants. Also record instances of higher/lower demand for resources offered.

• Implementation/Practicality/Organisational/Financial Feasibility Were the projects fully implemented as planned and proposed in relation to resources (including people), time commitment and finance.

• Did you need any additional assets or resources including expertise to help you deliver your project?

• Adaptation Have you made any changes to your original plans, why did you make the change and what information did you base your new plans on? For instance any changes you made to the context, format, timing, setting or population.

• Integration Does this project work within the current local setting/structures? What was the level of change needed to integrate the new project into existing infrastructure or programs?

• Has your project had any wider influence on other individuals, groups, organisations or the wider community? If so in what ways?
Did you feel there were particular barriers to delivering your project? For instance financial, resources, timing, lack of organisational support or other.

Did you feel there were particular enablers to delivering your project? For instance financial, resources, timing, strong organisational support or other. Were there key individuals (including participants) organisations or relationships who were central to your project, and in what way did this benefit your project?